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Traditional design galleries enable users to search for examples based on surface attributes (e.g., color or
style), and largely obscure underlying principles (e.g., hierarchy or readability). We conducted three studies to
explore how galleries could be constructed to help novices learn key design principles. Study 1 revealed that
novices gain perspective by observing how designs evolve throughout a process. Study 2 found that novices
are better at identifying design issues when viewing iterations that show improvements for just one principle
at a time, rather than multiple. Building on these insights, we created ProcessGallery, a tool that enables users
to browse contrasting pairs of early-and-late iterations of designs that highlight key improvements organized
by design principles. In Study 3, a within-subjects experiment, sixteen participants iterated on a seed design
after viewing examples in ProcessGallery versus a traditional gallery. Using ProcessGallery, participants found
more appropriate examples, assessed designs better, and preferred ProcessGallery for learning compared to a
traditional gallery.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In creative domains, examples serve as invaluable resources for generating design inspiration,
validating work, and learning new design skills and knowledge [51, 68]. With the rise of digital
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Fig. 1. ProcessGallery is a novel design gallery comprised of contrasting pairs of early and late iterations of
poster designs. Each pair showcases potential fixes that resolve violations of a design principle. The poster on
the left (Hip Hop Dance Workshop) is the design the current user is working on. Through the gallery, the user
can search for examples that appear most applicable to what they intend to fix based on principles.

design tools and content sharing platforms, people increasingly share their own and browse others’
work for feedback and inspiration [2, 6, 58]. The HCI research community has developed novel
tools to help designers find and extract insights from examples, for instance, suggesting structurally
or semantically similar examples to enable analogical innovation [22, 55] or recommending distant
or “less popular” examples to boost creativity [24, 84]. With the advancement of generative AI,
researchers have demonstrated the ability of machines to produce never-before-seen examples [72,
77]. For instance, DreamSketch captures a designer’s definition of a design problem and synthesizes
various design solutions that meet the objectives [57]. While the research community has given
much attention to generating or finding examples to serve as inspiration, there has been less focus
on how people can learn from examples.
Effective examples necessitate learners to identify the factors contributing to the success of a

design, including the strategies employed [80, 94]. Instructors in educational settings often carefully
select or produce examples that illustrate specific issues [94]. However, creating examples that
address every possible problem for students to learn would be daunting for a single instructor. Many
design communities curate examples to showcase exemplary work. However, novice designers
often struggle to understand these examples and feel intimidated by the quality and overwhelmed
by the quantity of such online galleries [70, 96]. Following a poor example or applying an example
without knowing why it is effective can both be harmful to creative learning [29, 80]. Prior work
suggests that learners are more likely to gain insight, stay motivated, and perform better in the
future when viewing examples that are only slightly better than their own [21, 78]. This paper
explores how visual design galleries can offer pedagogical benefits for novices, especially outside
the classroom setting.

A learner-oriented design gallery would need to help novices find examples that are relevant to
a learning situation and also present them in a way that optimally facilitates learning. Extensive
research in educational psychology has delved into how sequencing examples in different orders
may impact learning. However, these studies have mainly been conducted within structured settings
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(e.g. traditional classrooms or controlled laboratory environments [19, 20]. Moreover, most visual
design galleries only allow users to browse and search examples based on surface attributes like
colors or styles [25, 62, 63, 75]. Attending to surface features while browsing examples can cause
fixation [52] and mimicry [49, 63, 67, 87], and might preclude learners from thinking about the
deeper principles at play. According to Perceptual Learning Theory [86], presenting examples as
contrasting pairs can help call attention to the deeper structure (i.e., design principle) more than
showing examples individually [41, 42, 44, 81]. Similarly, tasting a flight of wines or viewing photos
side-by-side can make subtle differences salient [86]. This research explores whether constructing
a design gallery full of contrasting pairs of examples could both promote learning of deeper
principles and help novices discover examples that are conceptually in their zone of proximal
development [21, 78]. How might we design the user interface and interactions in a gallery so that
novices can not only browse diverse ideas but also learn key principles instead of simply replicating
or remixing surface features?
To explore this possibility, we performed two formative studies to guide the construction of

a novel gallery system that leverages contrasting pairs of examples that show an early and later
iteration of a design process. In Study 1, we created four gallery mock-ups and interviewed 12 novice
designers to understand their perspective on a learner-oriented gallery. Each gallery mock-up
emphasized different filtering mechanisms and presentations of design examples, such as filtering
by key improvements or audience feedback. The mock-ups also probed two ways of presenting
examples: showing a single image of the final version of a design (which is standard in most
example galleries) versus presenting side-by-side image pairs that illustrate the early and late
iterations of the same design. From the interviews, we found that novices strongly prefer viewing
the early-and-late iteration pairs while browsing because it helped them find useful examples and
highlighted improvements that are potentially applicable to their own work.

In Study 2, we investigated how to best construct examples of contrasting pairs to help novices
recognize the key principles of visual design (e.g., hierarchy) Prior work on contrasting cases from
the psychology literature suggests that the difference or similarity of contrasting examples could
significantly affect whether novices extract insights [14, 40]. In an online experiment, 33 novice
designers performed an assessment task to identify key issues on example pairs that either showed
a single improvement or multiple improvements. The results showed that novices are better at
identifying key insights (i.e., the underlying principles that led to improvements) when the example
pairs highlight a single improvement rather than multiple. Our participants also expressed a desire
for further explanation to aid their understanding of the examples.

Based on the insights from Study 1 and 2, we created ProcessGallery, a learning-oriented gallery
that presents a collection of design examples using contrasting pairs of designs that highlight
improvements tied to a single design principle. The gallery also enables users to filter examples
by the types of improvements and principles they want to learn. To evaluate how ProcessGallery
affects the process of finding and applying examples, in Study 3, we conducted a within-subjects
evaluation (𝑁 = 16). Participants revised two seed designs (i.e., event flyers) after using both
ProcessGallery and a baseline gallery. The baseline condition, modeled after traditional galleries,
only shows final designs and only allows filtering by surface attributes. Our results showed that
ProcessGallery guided novices to focus on the underlying principles in examples rather than surface
attributes (e.g., color). Furthermore, after using ProcessGallery, participants were more accurate on
a design assessment task, providing some indication of learning gains. Novices also significantly
preferred interacting with ProcessGallery over the baseline tool because the new gallery made it
easier for them to locate and apply useful examples for improving their work.
While this research initially explores the impact of ProcessGallery on individual participants,

we hope the broader CSCW community gains insights about how to distill value from a collective
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resource (in our case, design examples created by online community members and augmented by
our research team). Our work offers three contributions to the CSCW and learning communities.
First, we contributed a novel gallery system that leverages contrasting examples and issue-based
filters, instead of focusing on surface attributes. Second, we produced a collection of contrasting
examples that could be used in a variety of instructional settings to teach core principles in visual
design. Finally, our studies offer a deeper empirical understanding of how novices can learn from
example galleries that illustrate early and late iterations of a design that improves over time. Our
contributions provide implications for design tools and educational resources and point to several
new avenues for future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
We describe how our work extends the literature in the use of examples for inspiration exploration
and learning. We also situate our contribution in the context of tools that support learning and
applying examples in creative domains.

2.1 How Examples Generate Inspiration
Many design ideas are the outcome of surveying and applying existing knowledge such as past ideas
and examples. Examples provide contextualized instances of how form and content integrate [63].
When facing a new challenge, people often search for similar situations in the past [74, 88] and
replicate others’ successful approaches as it is more efficient than reinventing them from scratch [63].
Examples also help designers evaluate the appropriateness and creativeness of their own solution
by analyzing how the solution is situated in the existing space of designs. [13, 51].
While examples can give inspiration, they may also produce design fixation [11, 29, 76]. An

informal survey from Stanford University [61] showed that designers’ have mixed perspectives on
the use of examples for getting inspiration; some designers think it helps expand their understanding
of the topic, while others fear the potential conformity introduced by the exposure of examples [61].
Many researchers have examined how the timing of example delivery impacts creative outcomes [61,
85] and found that early and repeated exposure to examples led to more creative ideas than late
exposure. Rather than presenting examples at regular intervals, proactively offering examples when
users are stuck was more effective for improving the quantity and quality of the ideas generated
for a product design task [85].
Another thread of work studies the effects of analogical distance between examples and target

tasks on creative outcomes [23, 24, 39, 76]. A “near” example typically refers to instances in the
same or similar domain and shares many surface features with the target design problem, while a
“far” example is typically drawn from a different domain and shares little or no surface features.
While most studies suggest that “far” analogical stimuli are more likely to prompt innovative
solutions than near ones, examples that are too semantically distant from the target goal may
hinder ideation [23, 24].
While much of the prior work on design examples seeks to avoid conformity or fixation to

boost creativity, our work focuses on how novices learn deeper fundamental principles embedded
within examples. In particular, our work adds to this literature by empirically testing how different
example configurations affect the understanding of visual design principles.

2.2 How Examples Support Learning
Examples have also been shown to provide pedagogical values across domains as diverse as
physics [26], design [93], and management [92]. Examples are concrete and more easily understood
than abstract principles [41]. Learning from examples has been shown to be a more robust way to
learn, and the knowledge gained through this approach can be better transferred to new situations,
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compared to learning from principles to specific examples (also called deductive learning) [7, 15, 83].
Comparing multiple examples can help knowledge transfer, as Gentner describes, “comparison
processes can reveal common structure ... and thus promote transfer, even early in the learning
when neither example is fully understood” [41]. Examples have also been used to supplement
design feedback to help illustrate reviewers’ points of view [54].
However, for examples to be effective, learners must be able to identify what to learn and how

to apply the learned knowledge [49, 53, 70]. Unfortunately, many studies have found that quality
alone is not enough to ensure effectiveness of an example [80]. Without guidance, students often
fail to understand the intention behind the examples, even if they are good ones [43, 44, 80, 96].
In fact, replicating examples without discerning how and why it’s effective can lead to design
fixation, and sometimes, worse design [29, 50, 52]. In an engineering-design class, students were
divided into example and control groups and tasked with a design problem; the example group
received an example design and the control group did not. Analysis on the resulting ideas indicated
a strong conformity effect that students borrowed many features in the examples, including even
problematic ones [52]. This problem will only become more prevalent as learners are increasingly
able to access examples of varying quality online.

Researchers in learning and cognitive psychology have investigated strategies for aiding in the
discovery of and learning from relevant examples. A common approach is to organize examples into
contrasting cases [81, 94]. Juxtaposing two examples and studying them simultaneously makes the
contrasted features—that are tied to intended principles—more salient to learn [16, 45, 82]. Being
exposed to multiple examples instead of one also mitigates design fixation [63] and helps form a
more sophisticated mental model that expedites knowledge formation [41, 79]. We hypothesize that
presenting examples that highlight contrasts can support the acquisition of relevant knowledge,
helping novices relate examples to their own design situations for improvements.

However, incorporating contrasting pairs to teach iterative design presents a key challenge: How
might we scale the production of contrasting pairs that illustrate various principles and obstacles
learners may face during the creative process? In creative domains, people typically approach
the same design problem in various ways; the distinct solutions usually contain different flaws
that need to be addressed. An instructor may be able to produce examples illustrating common
misconceptions, but it is nearly impossible to craft examples that cover all possible problems-to-
be-solved for students. Juxtapeer has leveraged peer submissions to construct example pairs [17],
but viewing two examples that were distant from each other (i.e., no shared surface features) did
not guarantee knowledge development [41]. While the students performing a comparative review
produced longer feedback that was more specific and included more expert terminology [17], the
authors did not measure knowledge gains. Thus, it remains unclear how the comparative examples
impacts learning and future design iterations.
Our work extends this thread of work by using iterative design as a resource for producing

contrasting examples for novice learning. We hypothesize that presenting both the early and late
iterations of the same design project not only better articulates the design mistake, but also offers
inspiration for how to resolve it. Our work also provides insights on how to construct effective
example pairs (single versus multiple improvements) and what information novices need to help
their understanding of the examples.

2.3 Technologies for Searching and Learning from Examples
Most visual design galleries today only allow people to browse and search examples based on
surface design attributes like colors or styles [25, 62, 63]. Lee et al. [63] developed Adaptive Ideas
Web design tool that allows users to borrow elements from Web examples into their working
canvas; the tool organizes examples by, for example, background color [63]. Bricolage enables
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example-based retargeting for web design by creating coherent mappings between pages based on
its content structures [62]. GUIComp and other tools leverage computational power to analyze a
work-in-progress design and provide real-time principle-based evaluations and examples [64], but
they only present the final outcome of the design example.

Many online design communities encourage members to share their process in hopes of support-
ing learning [2, 58]. While designers may share intermediate drafts to illustrate their process [58],
these example galleries do not effectively emphasize the insights or principles that led to improve-
ments. Reddit (r/design_critiques) encourages their users to submit in-progress work to the
community. However, viewing others’ work to gain insights is tedious, as one has to manually click
through each discussion thread and open multiple windows to view the designs [96]. Most galleries
also only focus on and support searching and browsing around the final outcomes [25, 62, 63, 75].
Our work is unique in focusing on how to create a gallery that helps people find and learn from
contrasting examples that illustrate process and emphasize the underlying principles.

Our ProcessGallery is distinctive in two ways: (1) it enables users to view curated early-and-late
iterations of a design, making the key insights (e.g., the improvements) more salient, and (2) allows
users to filter through examples based on fundamental principles, not just surface attributes. To our
knowledge, our evaluation of the gallery is the first to measure both learning and performance (i.e.,
quality of the final revised design) on an iterative design task. Our results also shed light on the
trade-offs between an improvement-based gallery (ProcessGallery) and an attribute-based gallery
(most existing design galleries).

3 STUDY 1: EXPLORING GALLERY FEATURES THROUGH DESIGN PROBES
To investigate the potential for a gallery interface to support learning during the design exploration
stage, we created a series of interactive mock-ups and conducted an exploratory probe with novice
designers to understand their perspectives. While most galleries show only the final outcome of a
design process, our probe explores how and whether a gallery could display examples as contrasting
pairs using early and late iterations of the same design. Similarly, while typical UIs for browsing
examples focus on surface features (e.g., color, genre, etc.), our exploratory probe illustrates how a
gallery could leverage metadata (such as principle tags, expert ratings, and feedback) as filtering
mechanisms to explain the differences between the contrasting pairs. The goal of our preliminary
design probe study is to understand how novices think and feel about particular features aimed at
supporting their learning process. We explored the following research questions:

• RQ1: How do novices prefer to view examples to support their learning process?
• RQ2: How do novices talk about finding and filtering examples to support learning?

3.1 Method
Below we describe our mock-up configurations and the study procedure.

3.1.1 Participants. Twelve participants (seven female, five male) were recruited through email
distribution lists from an introductory design course at the University of California, San Diego.
The participants were all between 18 and 24 years old and had no professional experience in visual
design. The participants had all completed an assignment aimed at teaching basic principles in
visual design; the assignment required the participants to use the Internet to find examples for
learning, and then created and iterated on an event poster. The last author offered an optional
extra opportunity to take part in the study, and participation was completely voluntary for the
participants. The participants were explicitly informed that their feedback on the mock-ups would
not affect the awarded participation credits. To prompt discussion, we asked the participants to
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Focus of Mock-ups Example Presentation Filtering Mechanisms

A Attribute-focused Single Image (Final Design) Attribute Filters

B Improvement-focused Single Image (Final Design) +
Metadata (Key Improvements)

Attribute Filters, Quality Filters,
Improvement Filters

C Iteration-focused Early and Final Design Attribute Filters, Quality Filters

D Feedback-focused Early and Final Design + Metadata
(Feedback on Early Design)

Attribute Filters, Quality Filters,
Feedback Filters

Table 1. Key features in the gallery mock-ups.

bring their posters to the study session. All study sessions occurred within a week of the submission
of the poster assignment.

3.1.2 Interactive Mock-up Alternatives. Table 1 summarizes the key features in each gallery mock-
up. The mock-ups were conceived by surveying existing research and commercial galleries for visual
designs. All the examples displayed in the gallery mock-ups were collected from prior research
projects. Figure 2 shows examples of two mock-ups, Gallery A and D.

Attribute-focused (Gallery A) presents the final outcome of each example using single images,
organized in a grid view. Users can filter examples based on surface-level design attributes—genre,
color, image usage, amount of text—which emulates existing portfolio sites such as Behance [2]
and Dribble [6].
Improvement-focused (Gallery B) extends Gallery A by providing text descriptions about

how each example improved upon an earlier draft. Users can filter examples based on its key
improvements. Gallery B also introduces quality filters, inspired by Paragon [54], where users can
filter examples based on the quality across different design aspects (e.g., the effectiveness of visual
structure, visual focus, color contrast).
Iteration-focused (Gallery C) extends Gallery A and B by showing both the early and final

iterations of the same example in pairs in a side-by-side view. In each example pair, the right image
is the revision after addressing feedback given to the left poster. Users can filter examples using
both surface-level design attributes and quality ratings. The filters can be used to search for either
early versions, final versions, or both.

Feedback-focused (Gallery D) extends all the prior galleries further by enabling users to filter
examples based on audience feedback. This is inspired by online design communities such as Reddit
where users can search discussion threads by keywords based on their learning objectives [5].

3.1.3 Procedure. After getting informed consent, we presented participantswithGalleryA (Attribute-
focused) and asked them to browse the gallery interface and select two examples that were useful
for learning. We started our exploration with Gallery A because it resembles popular design gal-
leries such as Dribble and Behance, which may prompt participants to talk about their recent
experience searching examples for improving their poster assignment. Then we prompted the
participants to think aloud and talk about their impression of Gallery A’s presentation and the
filtering mechanisms.
Following the discussion of Gallery A, we presented participants with the three other gallery

alternatives, which included novel features for filtering examples based on improvements or
feedback (Gallery B and D respectively), quality ratings (Galleries B, C, and D), and for viewing
examples as contrasting pairs (Galleries C and D). Since the “logic” of the mockups was built upon
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Fig. 2. Examples of two gallery mock-ups used in Study 1: Gallery A and D. Gallery A is attribute-focused,
presenting single-image examples with attribute filters (e.g., genre, color). Gallery D presents both the early
and late iterations of a design in a side-by-side view and enables filters by quality, and feedback given to the
early draft, in addition to attributes.

each other, with later galleries incorporating features that were already introduced in the preceding
ones, we decided to present these mockups in a fixed order. When introducing the later gallery, we
focused participants’ attention exclusively on the new features, without repeating those previously
discussed. We asked participants to reflect on how the new features may help them browse, search,
and learn from the examples.

We were aware of the challenge of participant response bias [31], as one of the authors was the
class instructor. During Study 1, we took steps to ensure the participants were not asked to rank or
pick only one of the mock-ups. Instead, we probed the value of the different features across all the
mock-ups.
All study sessions were conducted remotely by the first author through video conferencing

and lasted approximately 90 minutes. We offered assignment credits for completing the study.
Participants shared their screens throughout the study. We informed the participants that their
perceptions of the prototypes would not affect their course grades. All interviews were recorded
and transcribed. Following Zhang and Cranshaw [99]’s method, the first author reviewed the
transcripts and coded them for themes using an open coding approach [91]. We used inductive
coding because there was no pre-existing theoretical framework regarding how and why a learner
engages with an open gallery of examples for learning. Major themes were selected after multiple
iterations and discussions with the rest of the research team.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 RQ1: How do novices prefer to view examples?
When browsing examples in Galleries A and B, six participants liked how the interfaces presented
examples in a grid view rather than a slideshow view (seeing only one example at a time). Being
able to view examples as a collection fosters visual comparisons and helps to spot the examples that
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interest them the most. One participant explained how she visually compared different examples
and focused on what captured her attention:

“I first compare the posters because I’m like, what poster draws my attention first, and
then figure out why this poster draws more than this one (point to another poster). Like
this one, it has this yellow bold under the pink that makes the title really stand out and
there’s not a lot of information, but yet the important information gets across. And then
this one I might not be the biggest fan because it kind of makes me lose focus. If you were
to just give me one poster to look at, there’s nothing for me to compare.” [P3, Female]

The participant described how Gallery A, like many traditional galleries, allows her to visually
scan and get some sense of what is working. However, when we presented Gallery C or D that
shows two iterations of a design, all 12 participants preferred to see the paired examples, rather
than only a final version. Visually juxtaposing two design iterations helped participants draw
connections and focus on the key strategies used to improve the design. One participant explained
the value of the highlighting process:

“If I just saw the final poster, even if it was a super good one, I probably wouldn’t notice a
lot of things. For example, it was clear that the designer wanted us to really know that
the event was at Central Park because they didn’t bold the ‘Central Park’ text in the first
one, and they changed ‘13-dash-one’ to 13.1 miles because they realized that it was very,
very unclear for the audience. Just seeing the past history of the poster shows me what
are things that the authors themselves felt needed to be changed or they really want their
audience to focus on.” [P1, Female]

While participants uniformly preferred viewing contrasting pairs that illustrate the process, they
differed in terms of what caught their attention. One participant was struck by pairs that show
extensive edits:

“This one is interesting, the final design is really good in my opinion, but the first one
is...(laugh)...I definitely want to know what drives the designer to make such a huge
improvement to their work. And for this one, the first draft is already really good, but
the designer changed it from this blue with cursive style to this red, almost an entirely
different mood. I would click on it and see why the designer thinks this mood or this color
fits better than the initial one.” [P4, Female]

Two participants appreciated the pairs that isolated more singular changes from the early to
later design. As one participant articulated:

“This pair is good because it shifts a singular change and I can see how that change affected
the entire poster rather than a restructuring of the entire thing.” [P2, Male]

Our data raised the issue of whether contrasting examples should be more similar or more
different when illustrating improvements over time, which we investigate further in Study 2.
Independent of the degree of difference between pairs, three participants expressed the need for
more explanation around what changed, why it was changed, and whether the changes were
effective. One participant said:

“I love seeing the iterations at first, but since these are all really good posters, it’s hard to
differentiate which version is better because of what. I have to do a lot of work; like, I don’t
know what got improved in this pair, is it the visual focus, or legibility?”[P4, Female]

In some of the gallery mock-ups, participants could see supporting text below example pairs
describing its key improvements (in Gallery B) or the feedback that drove the iteration (in Gallery
D). One participant talked about the value of seeing audience feedback on the first draft:
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“I think it’s unique to see from an audience point of view as what they feel like, and what
draws their attention. If I made a poster like that, it’s important to see what are the things
I did similar to this designer that got praised on, and what are things that they’re still
getting critiques on and how would I be able to apply that to my own poster.” [P1, Female]

The participant described this process of relating to and mapping the audience feedback to their
own design as a way to avoid similar issues. Three participants raised the point that seeing other
designers struggle and receive critique helped to create a sense of psychological safety [37]. As one
participant remarked:

“...it’d also help my ego. Sometimes seeing such great designs, I am like why am I not good
enough? And I think it’s a toxic environment: we all make mistakes, but people are only
showing the best part of themselves. If I were able to see how people improved their work,
it’s a very positive environment and positive gallery: so there are iterations that designers
do, they made mistakes and they just improved on it.” [P4, Female]

The experience of viewing someone else’s process and feedback in the gallery is not the same as
getting direct feedback, but it appears to facilitate some learning while creating emotional distance
between the novice designer and potential critiques of their own work [38, 71].

3.2.2 RQ2: How do novices talk about finding and filtering examples?
After showing the traditional gallery configuration in the first mock-up, six participants anticipated
using surface features (such as Genre, Color, Amount of text, etc.) to find examples. For example,
one participant talked about using Genre to locate examples with similar subjects: “I would select
event posters to see how others allocate a lot of text. And also branding, I want to see some cool ideas
to advertise a thing” [P1, Female]. Three participants illustrated how they would use Color and
Amount of Text as filters to find examples similar to their own design or align with their desired
direction. One participant said,

“I would have a few selections of the colors I want to use, for example, I’m into black and
white and red, I will definitely want to use this and see how others incorporate these colors,
and maybe what other colors I should include.” [P5, Female]

Upon introducing the remaining mock-ups, five participants felt that the filters linked to specific
improvements and feedback to be particularly useful. As one participant relayed:

“Searching by improved color contrast is more helpful because it shows how other designers
solve specific problems within their design and the direction they took, given the challenges.”
[P2, Male]

Participants did not want to just see good examples, but instead were seeking ways to relate
their own work to others. One participant explained how using critique filters to explore examples
might help her gain deeper insights into her own work:

“If I’m having problems with my own color contrast or visual structure, it’s unique to see
from an audience point of view what they feel like is good or poor visual structure, and
what draws their attention. I think it’s important to see what are the things I did similar
to this designer that got praised on, and what are things that they’re still getting critiques
on.” [P1, Female]

The filtering mechanisms seemed to close the gap between the example gallery and one’s own
work. As P6 explained “if I turn in my work and got critique on color contrast, I’ll literally click the
same one and see what it means or what I should improve on” [P6, Male]. Likewise, P4 talked about
how the filters “seemed to take so much work off my shoulders” [P4, Female].
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Two participants appreciated seeing audience feedback and related those critiques to their own
work, which might prevent them from making similar mistakes.One participant stated:

“I’d first find examples that are similar to my original poster and then based off of that
look at how others improve their color contrast from their original poster. I think that
would also help me figure out what problems I even have with my first poster. And how to
improve it based on their revision.” [P1, Female]

Unlike the other filters that received nearly unanimous appreciation, the quality filter triggered
mixed opinions. Five participants thought it would be useful for prioritizing and comparing examples
with varying quality. One participant said:

“I would want to see something that’s really visually engaging but also at the same time, I
would want to look at something that is like low rating for visually engaging because that
gives me ideas that I shouldn’t go this route.” [P6, Male]

However, P1 shared concerns about the objectiveness of ratings: “everyone’s eyes are very different,
I might see something that I feel like it’s a such a good design, but someone else might like completely
disagree with me” [P1, Female]. Three participants strongly opposed the idea of including ratings.
P4 said:

“Who’s the one that determines this is good, and this is bad? If I was a user and I wanted
to be better and then I got the label saying my design is bad, I’m not going to use this
anymore. Putting quality labels on the designs created this kind of competition between
people who get good and bad ratings. I want it to be a peaceful place that we just look at
designs, improve, and learn.” [P4, Female]

While ratings provide a scaffold for browsing examples with differing quality, knowing the
potential of being judged publicly seemed to decrease the learners’ willingness to participate and
contribute to the community.

3.3 Study 1 Discussion
This design probe study provided a number of insights that will inform the creation of a learning-
oriented gallery of examples. First, our novice designers preferred seeing the evolution of an
example rather than only the final outcome of the process, as that helped direct attention to the key
improvements in each example [42, 45] and cultivate an inclusive environment for learners [58].
Second, most participants talked about looking for examples similar to their own work. While

participants were familiar with surface-attribute filters in traditional galleries, they especially
appreciated the ability to filter based on principled improvements and prior feedback. Participants
talked about how they would relate to the same critiques encountered by other designers and how
this narrowed the gap in finding useful examples. Viewing how others address a similar critique is
an analogy for learning by observing others approaches [27]. It is however unclear how this might
work in practice since the designer would need to be able to initially identify the problems in their
own design, which can be difficult for novices [94].

Finally, we also found that novices need guidance on judging the quality of either design examples
or their own work. While expert ratings could serve the purpose, many suspect adding quality
ratings on design may lead to competition and that creative work is subjective and should not be
labeled as good or bad. Showing a before-after view of the same design helped guide their judgment
on what is relatively improved, instead of needing to reference their own knowledge (which is
limited [94]).

We also learned that novice designers were divided on whether to include early-and-late example
pairs with more extensive or isolated improvements. An open question is what makes a contrasting
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example effective for learning. We explore this question in Study 2. Another open question is how
the ability to identify issues in a work-in-progress design impacts how novices select examples and
how the examples actually benefit their design iteration. We introduce a gallery specifically for
learning and compare it to a traditional gallery for an iterative design task in Study 3.

4 STUDY 2: INVESTIGATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CONTRASTING PAIRS
In Study 2, we build on our insights from Study 1 that novice designers benefit from seeing how a
design improves from one iteration to the next. Prior work has shown that presenting contrasting
examples that differ along key dimensions calls attention to the features being contrasted and
this, in turn, can help people learn deeper principles [16, 42, 45]. For the goal of teaching visual
design, contrasting pairs could be created such that salient differences highlight key principles, like
hierarchy and alignment. While the Study 1 participants all agreed that contrasting early-and-late
designs provide insights, they expressed varying preferences on whether the pairs should be near
or far from each other.
A key question arises around how many improvements should be illustrated in one example

pair. In practice, designers often have to change multiple aspects of a design within one design
cycle. While example pairs that show multiple improvements might be more authentic, they might
overwhelm and negatively impact novices’ ability to recognize principled insights [94, 96]. On
the other hand, providing two iterations that address only one principle may make the intended
knowledge more salient [39, 63, 86].

To investigate this question, we manufactured two sets of example pairs that highlight either one
improvement or several improvements — each improvement addresses one principle — and ran a
between-subjects online experiment where novice designers were asked to identify design issues in
the assigned example pairs. Each improvement addresses one principle issue. We were also curious
if novices needed additional information about example pairs to aid their understanding. Therefore,
Study 2 explored the following research questions:

• RQ 1: (How) does the degree of change within contrasting pairs of examples impact novice
designers’ ability to recognize the intended insights?

• RQ 2: What additional information could help novice designers make sense of contrasting
examples?

Answers to these questions will not only inform how we populate a learning-oriented gallery
with contrasting examples, but also will give us empirical data on how novices extract insights.
The study also offers implications for how to source or manufacture such a collection of example
pairs and how to supplement the examples to improve learning.

4.1 Method
We conducted an online between-subjects study with two conditions: single-improvement ver-
sus multi-improvement. Participants performed an assessment task where they identified the
key insights they observed in a series of example pairs that show one improvement or multiple
improvements.

4.1.1 Participants. 39 participants (16 female and 23 male) responded to our open call for partic-
ipants through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [1]. Participation was limited to U.S. residents with
some college education to ensure sufficient English writing ability for the open-ended questions.
Data from six participants were removed due to failure to complete an attention verification task:
under one of the example pairs we wrote “For this question, please select ‘No improvements’ from
the options below.” From the remaining 33 participants, all but one reported no academic training
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Fig. 3. Example stimuli for Study 2. Each column represents a set of designs for that stimuli. The stimuli
were visually presented as pairs: either the multi-improvement (top) or the single-improvement (mid-
dle) design as the early iteration and the corresponding final design (bottom) as the later iteration. The
multi-improvement earlier iterations exhibited multiple issues (corresponding to the principles listed below)
that were improved upon to achieve the final designs; similarly for the single-improvement earlier iterations,
but with just a single issue fixed for the same final designs.

or professional experience in design. Six participants (18%) had experience creating posters for
their own personal projects.

4.1.2 Experiment Stimuli. Two design experts leveraged template designs from the popular on-
line design editing tool (Canva [3]) to create examples as either single-improvement pairs or
multi-improvement pairs (see Figure 3). All participants reviewed five example pairs that collec-
tively covered key principles in visual design: Hierarchy, Alignment, Balance, Unity, and Readability.
The principles were selected by surveying visual design textbooks and other resources [4, 32, 66, 95].
To understand common violations made by novices, the research team analyzed the feedback given
to past student posters. Through a thematic coding process, we distilled a list of 37 common issues
across the five principles. Table 3 displays the issues and how they map to the principles. The
experts started by selecting high-quality templates and then editing them such that they include
one (for single-improvement) or three issues (for multi-improvement); each issue was tied to
one of the five principles.
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4.1.3 Procedure. After digitally signing an informed consent form, the participants were asked
to review the textbook definitions of the five design principles. Participants were then asked to
confirm the statement, “I have read the descriptions and am ready to take the test.” Prior work has
shown that self-affirmation leads participants to follow instructions better and reduces incidents of
cheating [89].

Participants were then shown five example pairs based on their assigned condition, one pair at a
time. We utilized a feature called Randomizer in our survey tool (Qualtrics.com [10]) to randomly
assign task respondents to one of the two experimental conditions (single-improvement versus
multi-improvements). We chose an even distribution approach to ensure that our participants
were randomized evenly. The survey tool also randomized the order of example pairs within
conditions. Participants were informed that the poster on the right was a revision of the poster on
the left, and their “Issue Identification Task” was to select all principles that showed improvements
going from the left to the right poster. The principle definitions were available to participants
throughout the study. Participants in either the single-improvement or multi-improvements
conditions were instructed to select all the improvements they found in each pair. After participants
completed the Issue Identification Task, they answered a post-task survey about their experience
with the task (see Section 4.1.3).

4.2 Data Analysis
We measured the impact of example pairs in two ways: (1) the issue retrieval rate (i.e., how
accurately the improved principles were identified by the participants), and (2) learning effort (i.e.,
how mentally demanding it is to find the improved principles). If exploring examples to learn
principles requires too much cognitive workload, it is unlikely a learner would voluntarily browse
a gallery full of example pairs.
To calculate the issue retrieval rate, we compared the set of issues selected by participants

with the set of issues intentionally embedded in the example pairs. In the single-improvement
condition, there are a total of 85 items that were supposed to be identified (one principle per pair x
5 pairs x 17 participants), whereas, in the multi-improvement condition, there were 240 items (3
principles x 5 pairs x 16 participants). We computed the percentage of the retrieval rates in both
conditions and ran a two-sampled z-test for proportions to check its significance.

To measure mental workload, we included the NASA-Task Load Index (TLX) questionnaire [48]
in the post-task survey, which includes six Likert-scale questions about the task, pertaining to
(1) mental demand, (2) physical demand, (3) temporal effort (how hurried or rushed it felt), (4)
perceived success in accomplishing the task, (5) level of hard work required, and (6) frustration
(how insecure, discouraged, irritated, or annoyed the task). We used the unweighted TLX for this
analysis. Prior research has shown that unweighted TLX scores are highly correlated with weighted
ones [18], and are gaining popularity due to the reduced amount of time needed to administer the
task.

The post-task survey also asked the participants to explain: (1) how useful were the poster pairs
for learning the five design principles? and (2) what other information could have helped you study
the examples? The lead researcher analyzed the open-ended responses using an iterative open
coding approach [91].

4.3 Results
4.3.1 RQ1: Single-improvement pairs helped novices identify principles more often than multi-
improvement pairs.
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(a) Single Improvement (b) Multiple Improvements

Fig. 4. These heatmaps depict the percentage of intersection between participants’ issue selections and the
intended seeded issues by principle, indicating participants’ performance in the Issue Identification Task.
The cells marked as “Correct” indicate a correct issue selection. For example, the top row in (a) shows that
76% of the participants in single-improvement condition selected Hierarchy as the key improvement in the
examples (correct), while 18% of the participants selected Alignment, which was incorrect for this example.
Note that participants in both conditions were instructed to select all the key improvements they saw in the
example pairs.

Figure 4 shows the summary of the percentage of intersection between participants’ issue selec-
tions and the intended seeded issues. Participants in the single-improvement condition more
consistently identified issues compared to the multi-improvement participants (𝑧 = 1.95, 𝑝 = 0.03).
Of the 85 issues embedded in the single-improvement pairs, 63 of them (74%) were successfully
identified by the participants. In the multi-improvement condition, only 51% of the manufactured
improvements were identified.

When viewing examples with multiple improvements, participants tended to miss key insights
that were otherwise obvious in the single-improvement condition. For example, when reviewing
the fifth example of the multi-improvement pairs (Readability + Unity + Balance), only 43% of the
participants recognized that the overall unity of the design improved (i.e., too many variations in text
treatment). In contrast, 93% of the participants in the single-improvement condition successfully
identified the same issue (see Figure 3, fourth pair in the single-improvement condition).
In terms of learning effort, we did not measure a significant difference in the overall mental

workload (the unweighted NASA-TLX scores) between conditions (single-improvement = 9.6,
multi-improvement = 9.7, on 21 point scale, n.s.), according to a one-way ANOVA test. In both
conditions, participants experienced medium to low effort in completing the task, as evidenced by
comparing the scores to other similar tasks [47]. However, the ratings specifically for “frustration”
were almost significantly higher for multi-improvement participants (` = 7.53) compared to
single-improvement participants (` = 4.12, 𝑝 = 0.06). As one participant reflected in the open-
ended feedback:

“It would have been nice to see the examples spelled out clearly, instead of just having to
figure it all out myself.” [P9, multi-improvement].

P9’s response reiterated the challenge of identifying issues in work-in-progress work, especially
when the number of edits increased.
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4.3.2 RQ2: Participants asked for explanations and highlights of improvements.
Not only did participants in the single-improvement identify a higher percentage of issues, but
several participants talked about how they learned from the example pairs.

“Coming from someone with beyond zero experience it really was pretty helpful to learn
the absolute basics in a very fast manner.” [P14, single-improvement]

Towards the idea of using example pairs as a learning resource, a dozen participants across
conditions commented that they still wanted more information about the issues and the rationale
behind each design edit. As one participant explained:

“The designers’ explanations would have been very useful. Understanding why the designer
made those edits would help me learn more about each element and why it was incorrect
in the original version.” [P6, single-improvement]

P6’s response echoes some of the Study 1 participants who requested for explanations to help them
learn from examples. When viewing examples with multiple improvements, several participants
wanted to see visual indicators that highlight specific revisions between the example pairs.

“If there were posters that were drastically different from one another. Maybe some ar-
rows pointing to the areas that were changed and the word next to the arrows.” [P3,
multi-improvement]

Another participant wanted to see the entire revision history so they could see its progression:
“It would have been useful to see the process of editing, showing how text is moved, re-sized,
fonts changed—a step-by-step slideshow that would help illuminate each principle.” [P10,
multi-improvement]

The idea of a step-by-step slideshow of revisions aligns well with the scenario represented in
our single-improvement condition where each pair only shows one key improvement, i.e., one
step toward the final iteration.

4.4 Study 2 Discussion
Study 2 shows that isolating a single improvement in contrasting examples helped novices more
consistently identify the principle tied to that improvement, compared to examples that show
multiple sweeping improvements at once. When two instances are adjacent to each other, people
tend to judge them relative to each other rather than on their own merit [17]. But too many
differences within a pair can make it hard to draw connections [14].
Presenting contrasting images alone without offering explanation may not be sufficient for

comprehending the key insights embodied in the example. This is especially true in creative
domains where people with different backgrounds or expertise typically perceive the same creative
work in different ways [98]. Our novice participants expressed the desire to read the designers’
rationale for making those edits. Just as Schön characterized design as a reflective conversation with
the design situation [80], externalizing such design rationale may help others learn vicariously from
prior design experiences [33]. Future work can explore the effects of explanations or annotations [35,
36, 90] and whether they help to support comprehension of multi-improvement pairs.
Study 2 produced insights that informed the construction of our learning-oriented gallery for

visual design. ProcessGallery, which we evaluate in Study 3, therefore included single-improvement
pairs along with explanations of each improvement. Producing such example pairs, however, is
non-trivial and time-consuming. Study 2 findings also point to angles for future work: how to mine
examples from others’ iterative process, and how to capture their step-by-step edits and rationale
for changes in a design. Also, Study 2 focused on identifying issues, which is not the same as
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learning how to apply examples to one’s own design work. Thus, we directly explore how this
strategy impacts design performance in Study 3.
At the beginning of the task, we provided text-based definitions of the five principles and

asked participants to self-validate their understanding. While self-affirmation may encourage
adherence to instructions [89], it may be inadequate to gather evidence of learning. According to
Bloom’s taxonomy of learning [60], one’s declarative knowledge differs from their ability to assess
designs based on that knowledge or apply it to their own creative work. There is a possibility that
our participant groups were unbalanced in these aspects. However, we believe that the random
assignment across 39 participants could mitigate this probability. Additionally, as visual design
examples were the primary stimuli in Study 2, we chose to present text-only definitions of the
principles to establish key terminology that would be used in the interface. Introducing visuals
during the instructions stage could have interfered with the controlled experiment. Future research
is needed to develop instruments to test knowledge in design.

5 THE PROCESSGALLARY SYSTEM
To continue our line of inquiry, we take the result from Study 2 that single-improvement pairs help
novices gain insight and set out to construct a gallery of diverse single-improvement examples.
Based on the insights from Studies 1 and 2, we designed and implemented ProcessGallery, a

novel gallery interface that presents visual design examples as contrasting pairs that highlight
revisions based on design principles. We hypothesize that the presentation and user interaction in
the tool will assist novices in finding examples relevant to their design goals (e.g., by filtering based
on intended revisions), extracting insights from examples (e.g., by reading explanations about what
had improved), and applying what they learn to a work-in-progress design (e.g., by seeing the
evolution of how others address a similar design issue). Below, we describe ProcessGallery’s key
features and how they may facilitate the discovery of relevant examples for learning and improving
a visual design.

Illustrate Process in the Browsing Interface. ProcessGallery presents both the early and late stages
of an example design side-by-side, each pair comparing a design project before and after addressing
a specific issue. The poster on the right is a revision of the poster on the left. Figure 5 (right) shows
an example of the detailed view of an example pair. Using this presentation, users can garner initial
impressions and identify examples that appear most applicable to their design. Users may browse
example pairs relating to common violations within the five visual design principles described
in Section 3.3, see Figure 5 (left). To aid sense-making, ProcessGallery displays a tag under each
example pair indicating the issue resolved through the iteration. The tags are color-coded to indicate
the high-level principle (e.g., “Hierarchy”) each issue falls under (e.g., “Weak Point of Entry”).

Surface Principles and Issues in the Filtering Mechanisms. The gallery provides filter drop-down
menus for each principle. Users can click on the principle to see common issues and then select any
issues they want to learn about or address in their own work. Users can select one or more issues
and the gallery will respond by displaying the subset of examples that match any of the selected
filter criteria. Users can read the definitions of each principle by hovering over its corresponding
information icon. Prior work has suggested that proactively presenting high-level domain knowl-
edge (e.g., the meaning of the design principle) at specific points of time when most relevant to the
user’s process (e.g., while browsing related examples) can promote learning [70].

Highlight Improvements in the Detailed View. Based on our Studies 1 and 2, novices requested
explicit explanations describing the improvements between iterations. In ProcessGallery, users
can click on the example pair to see a detailed view with an explanation. The explanation page
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Fig. 5. ProcessGallery’s browsing interface (left) and detailed view (right). While browsing, a user can interact
with the principle drop-down menus (a) to filter examples based on related issues they intend to learn or
address. In the drop-down, the user can hover over unfamiliar terms (e.g., “What is Hierarchy”) to read their
description. The tag under each example pair (b) indicates the issue addressed by the iterations. On the
detailed project page, they can save useful examples to their “Favorites” collection (c). They can also read a
written justification for the designer’s iterations (d).

shows the enlarged design images along with a written description. Users can “Favorite” as many
examples as they need and revisit their collection in the “Favorites” tab. For each favorited example,
ProcessGallery provides a text box, prompting the user to write what they learn from each example
and how they might apply it to their own work. Requiring self-explanation on an example increases
a learner’s engagement with its content, which can lead to greater understanding and knowledge
transfer [26].

5.1 Constructing the Example Pairs
We repeated the same procedure in Section 4.1.2 to create 52 single-improvement contrasting pairs
(104 poster) to populate ProcessGallery. Each example pair demonstrates one common violation,
and collectively, the examples in ProcessGallery cover all 37 violations (identified in Section 4.1.2)
across the five visual design principles: Hierarchy, Alignment, Balance, Unity, and Readability. The
design experts also generated the metadata necessary to construct the ProcessGallery interface,
including the issue information and detailed explanations of the example’s improvements. They
also labeled surface attributes of the examples including the topic, purpose, and types of graphics
used in the examples. We also ran an open-source Python script to extract the dominant color for
each example poster [8]. These surface attributes were used to construct a more traditional gallery
that was used as a baseline condition in the tool evaluation in Study 3.

5.2 Implementation
To establish our evaluation environment, we used Polotno [9], an open-source web-based design
editing tool, as the foundation for ProcessGallery. Polotno provides essential JavaScript libraries
and React components that support the necessary functions for creating visual designs. The user
interface comprises three major sections (See Figure 1). The left panel includes all the essential tools
for creating or modifying a design, e.g., options for Background images and Text blocks. The central
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canvas area is where users can compose their visual designs. To streamline the design task, we
removed unnecessary features such as templates. The gallery presentation and filtering mechanisms
are located on the right side, enabling users to browse and search through examples while working
on their design. A Firebase database1 was used to store example pairs and user-provided data (e.g.,
filters selected, favorite examples, and the designer’s text explanation for selected examples).

6 STUDY 3: PROCESSGALLERY EVALUATION
To investigate how ProcessGallery impacts how novices learn and apply examples for iterative
design, we conducted a comparative evaluation where novice designers revised provided designs
after browsing ProcessGallery and a baseline gallery. The baseline gallery resembles the attribute-
focused gallery (Gallery A) in Study 1 and presents only the final outcome of each example using a
single image. In the baseline gallery, participants can filter examples by genre, topic, color, and
image use. Both galleries contain the same 52 examples, but ProcessGallery presents examples
as pairs of early-and-late iterations, which results in 104 design images in total. The study was
designed to answer the following research questions:

• RQ 1: How does ProcessGallery influence the way novices browse and select examples
compared to a traditional gallery?

• RQ 2: How does ProcessGallery impact novices’ ability to identify and improve issues in a
given seed design compared to a traditional gallery?

• RQ 3: Which gallery do novices prefer for learning and which do they prefer for improving
iterative design? and why?

6.1 Method
To evaluate the tool, participants completed iterative design tasks using both ProcessGallery and
the baseline gallery. We used a within-subjects design to control for variation in participants’ design
knowledge, familiarity with existing design galleries (e.g., Dribble, Behance, etc.), and experience
revising a poster design. We also wanted participants to be able to explicitly compare and reflect
on the differences between the two gallery experiences. To eliminate individual differences when
creating an initial draft design, all participants were given seed designs to assess and improve based
on input from the galleries.

6.1.1 Participants. Sixteen participants (9 female, 7 male) between the ages of 18-34 were recruited
via email, word of mouth, and by posting in multiple student forums. All but three participants
had no educational or professional experience in visual design. None of the participants were part
of our two formative studies or had advanced knowledge of the project. We focus on novices and
beginner designers in this evaluation because we feel this population will benefit the most from a
learner-oriented design gallery.

6.1.2 Task Materials. Participants were provided with two event marketing flyers to assess and
iterate on (Figure 6). Each flyer exhibits a set of issues that violate multiple principles in visual
design. The flyers were created by a design expert who has experience teaching visual design
principles. Both flyers contain text and images and require little to no prior domain knowledge to
comprehend. The flyers had a similar number of issues.

6.1.3 Procedure. Each participant completed two design scenarios, each using a different seed
design and gallery condition. We counterbalanced both the order of the two seed designs and the
tool conditions. The two scenarios followed the same structure. Each study session lasted roughly

1https://firebase.google.com/
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Dance Workshop Flyer
Targeted issues:

• Hierarchy – Weak Point of Entry
• Hierarchy – Ambiguous Levels of Importance
• Alignment – Insufficient Margin
• Balance – Unnecessary Open Area
• Unity – Inconsistent/Too Many Variations in Text
• Unity – Inconsistent Color Choices
• Readability – Poor Text Legibility

Bakery Fundraising Flyer
Targeted issues:

• Hierarchy – Ambiguous Levels of Importance
• Alignment – Insufficient Margin
• Balance – Not Enough Space Between Content
• Unity – Unnecessary Design Elements
• Unity – Incohesive Graphic Choices
• Readability – Content Obscured

Fig. 6. The seed designs used in Study 3: a dance workshop flyer (top left) and a bake sale fundraising flyer
(bottom left). Participants were asked to evaluate and iterate on the flyers after using ProcessGallery and the
baseline tool.

2 hours, and we provided $30 Amazon gift cards as compensation. During the study session, the
experiment proctor was available only for resolving technical issues. We describe the steps in the
scenarios.

0. Practice Task. Before the main tasks, participants were guided to perform a set of actions on
the canvas to familiarize themselves with the features in Polotno’s canvas editor. For example, one
task instructed participants to click on the Text section and create a header that says “Hello.” All
participants successfully completed the practice tasks within 3 minutes."

1. Review a Design Brief. Participants first reviewed a fictional design brief that communicates
the event details, design goals, and requirements for the task. Participants were asked to help the
client improve the draft flyers (see Figure 6) to deliver event details more clearly and in a visually
appealing way. The experiment facilitator loaded the seed design into the tool before the study
started. Participants were informed that they would be revising the design in the later stage.

2. Assess the Seed Design. After reviewing the design brief, participants completed a design
assessment task to evaluate the seed design using 15 predefined issues organized by associated
high-level principles (see Figure 7). Participants checked all the issues they observed in the seed
design (in a Yes/No binary format). On the page, participants could hover over unfamiliar terms to
view their explanations. Participants performed the same assessment task across conditions for the
assigned seed designs. We use this score as a proxy for participants’ existing knowledge, as they
had not yet browsed examples or engaged in a design task. We refer to this score as a participant’s
pre-gallery knowledge in the rest of the paper.
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Fig. 7. The interface for assessing the seed design. Participants can select issues they observe in their seed
design using the assessment checklist (a) and browse tool-tip definitions for each checklist item (b). All results
are stored in a reflection summary that can be accessed throughout the task (c).

3. Browse a Gallery. After reviewing the seed design but before actually revising it, participants
were asked to browse examples using the gallery corresponding to the current condition (Process-
Gallery or baseline). Their task was to select at least three examples that they believed would be
useful and inspirational for helping them address the issues they identified in the previous step.
For each selected example, we asked the participants to write one or two sentences describing why
this example was useful. Throughout this step, participants could click on “My Reflection” (see
Figure 7-(a))to see their assessment of the seed design.

4. Re-assess the Seed Design. After browsing the example gallery specific to each condition, the
participant repeated the assessment task (in Step 2). This step allows us to see if participants’
assessment changed after viewing examples, and before they started editing the seed design. We
refer to this score as a participant’s post-gallery knowledge in the rest of the paper.

5. Revise the Seed Design. After re-assessing the seed design, participants were asked to use
approximately ten minutes to revise the seed design. As basic requirements, the final flyer had to
incorporate all the provided text and use at least one image from the media library provided by the
client. During that time, they could keep browsing the gallery. Their goal was to address the issues
they identified through the assessment task.

6. Complete a Survey. At the end of each design scenario, participants completed a questionnaire
about their experience under the relevant condition. The questionnaire asked participants how the
various tool features facilitated (or hindered) their tasks.

After both scenarios, participants filled out an exit survey in which they compared ProcessGallery
and the baseline gallery on a 7-point scale (1 = baseline tool preferred, 7 = ProcessGallery preferred);
a score above 4 would indicate a preference for ProcessGallery. The survey included questions about
which gallery made it easier to: (1) find examples that were useful and inspirational for addressing
the issues in the seed designs, (2) figure out what to learn from examples, and (3) apply the lessons
from the examples to the seed design. We also asked which gallery: (4) do you believe can help you
learn design principles better? (5) made it easiest to explore many different designs and ideas? (6)
made you feel more creative while doing the activity? and (7) made you feel most satisfied with
what you got out of the system, given the time spent. Finally, we also surveyed their perceived
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cognitive workload for browsing the examples: (8) which tool made you feel less overwhelmed due
to the amount of examples available in the gallery?
At the end, the experimenter interviewed the participants, asking them to demonstrate their

strategies for finding examples and explaining how these examples impacted their revision. In
the survey and interview, ProcessGallery was referred to as improvement-based gallery, and the
baseline tool was an attribute-based gallery. We avoided the use of our gallery name or “baseline
gallery” to mitigate the bias toward either gallery. Figure 8 shows examples of the revised design
by our participants and their respective favorited examples.

6.2 Data Analysis
The design assessment task (in Steps 2 and 4) was used to measure participants’ knowledge of
visual design. The task is worth 14 points; to receive one point, participants must correctly select if
the issue exists or does not exist.

In order to compare how well the novices improved the seed designs, two experts who had expe-
rience teaching visual design collaboratively evaluated the revisions submitted by our participants.
The experts first assessed the degree of change between the seed design and the revision on a
7-point scale (1 = minor change, 7 = extensive change), and identified the number of issues they
observed using the same issue list from the assessment task. A low number (out of a total of 14
issues) indicates a high-quality design.
We used linear mixed-effects models to examine the effects of the condition, seed design, and

pre-gallery knowledge, on our study measures. We chose mixed-effects models to account for
the individual variability due to the use of a within-subjects study design. For the comparative
ratings from the exit survey, we performed one-sample t-tests using the neutral rating (4) as the
population mean. Open-ended responses in surveys and interview transcriptions were analyzed
using an inductive coding approach to develop themes. We also analyzed the screen recordings
from each study session to identify patterns of use.

6.3 Results
All participants (N = 16) successfully completed the two design scenarios using ProcessGallery and
the baseline gallery. We collected 16 revised designs for each seed design.

6.3.1 RQ1: ProcessGallery helped people find examples related to intended revisions.
Participants in both gallery conditions actively used the drop-down filtering features while brows-
ing and searching for useful examples. Table 4 shows the counts of the different gallery filters
participants interacted with in the different scenarios. Analysis of logs for filter usage showed that
ProcessGallery participants selected a similar number of filters (𝑀 = 3.8 filters selected per person)
compared to baseline participants (𝑀 = 4.6 filters, n.s.).
When using ProcessGallery, participants primarily searched for examples that showcase the

process of resolving issues they identified in the seed designs. For example, when using Process-
Gallery to filter examples for improving the Dance Workshop flyer, six people used “Weak Point
of Entry” and five used “Too Many Variation in Text”, which reflected the key issues in the seed
design. Some seed design issues—such as “Unnecessary Open Area”—were identified less often (2
out of 8 participants in this task scenario) and hence, only got used as a filter by two participants.
With the baseline tool, participants mostly searched for examples that shared similar surface

features with the seed design. For example, in the Bakery Fundraising scenario, the most selected
filters are “Food” (𝑛 = 4) and “Fundraising And Charity Ad” (𝑛 = 3).
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From this example, I learned that I 
could increase the size of the 

image to make the whole poster 
more interesting to look at.

Seed Design
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Participant’s Revision “Favorites” Collections

Similar to this revision, I 
separated the text and the center 

image so they wouldn’t overlap 
and obscure each other.

I tried to use the same font and 
use color to highlight the most 

important message.

I like that “30% OFF” discount is put 
at the center and is eye-catching.

I like how they placed the 
image off-center, so I tried to 
do that with the bread image.

I think its a good idea to put 
all the text in the center, so I 
used center alignment too.

Fig. 8. Seed designs, participant revisions, and their respective “Favorites” collections for both conditions.
Upon identifying salient differences between pairs in ProcessGallery, participants describe their intent to
apply techniques similar to those observed in their “Favorites.”

Amixed-effects model suggested that the condition did not impact the amount of time participants
used to browse the galleries (𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐺𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑦 = 6.9 minutes versus 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 5.7 minutes, n.s.).
However, our participants reported in the exit survey that they were more satisfied with what they
found when using ProcessGallery than using the baseline gallery (Q7:𝑀 = 5.53 (ProcessGallery
preferred), 𝑆𝐷 = 1.46; 𝑡 (15) = 4.07, 𝑝 = 0.001). One participant said:

“I think this (ProcessGallery) helps guide my search better, I can quickly filter examples
for the issues I want to work on later. When I used the second gallery (baseline condition),
I don’t really know what I am looking at. All the posters look good to me, I end up just
“guessing” what might be useful for me.” [P12, Female]

The issue-based filters provided a scaffold for our novice participants to explore examples by
intended revisions.

6.3.2 RQ2: ProcessGallery improved participants’ ability to assess and refine a design.
Participants in both gallery conditions could more accurately identify the issues in the seed
design after browsing the examples. Although the improvements seem larger in the ProcessGallery
condition (𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑏𝑒 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 9.1 (𝑆𝐷 = 2.6) versus 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 9.9 (𝑆𝐷 = 2.3)) compared to Baseline:
(𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑏𝑒𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 9.1 (𝑆𝐷 = 2) versus 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 9.6 (𝑆𝐷 = 3)), our mixed-effects model suggested that
the difference was not statistically significant. No ordering effect was present. In the post-interview,
one participant articulated how ProcessGallery helped her realize new issues in the seed design:

“I’ve always known that it’s important to leave enough space for printing but I did not
see it (the “Insufficient Margin” issue in the bakery poster) until I saw this pair (pair #26,
where we highlight the fix of insufficient margin problem) and was like oh right! The
margin was really small. I think being able to see them side-by-side does help me catch
these otherwise nuanced details that I might miss if only seeing a single image.” [P12,
Female]
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ProcessGallery
Hierarchy Alignment Balance Unity Readability

Bakery 0.5 0.5 0.63 0.5 0.5
Dance 0.63 0.38 0.25 0.75 0.5
Cross Scenarios 0.56 0.44 0.44 0.63 0.5

Baseline
Hierarchy Alignment Balance Unity Readability

Bakery 0.75 0.75 0.88 0.75 0.5
Dance 0.5 0.63 0.63 0.5 0.5
Cross Scenarios 0.63 0.69 0.75 0.63 0.5

Table 2. Summary of the percentage of revised designs that still had issues in each principle.

Fig. 9. Diverging stacked bar chart summarizing the survey responses from participants after completing the
two iterative design tasks. The survey questions asked participants to compare their experience browsing,
searching, and applying examples using ProcessGallery versus using the baseline tool. P-values for questions
with significant results were marked in bold.

According to our expert ratings, the degree of change between the seed design and participants’
final revisions was higher in ProcessGallery (` = 4.06, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.6) than in the baseline condition
(` = 3.6, 𝑆𝐷 = 2), but a mixed-effects model suggested the difference was not statistically significant.

The revised designs in both conditions had fewer issues than in the seed design, indicating the
revisions improved from the seed design in both conditions. Table 2 shows the summary of the
percentage of revised designs that still had issues in each principle. We noticed that when using
ProcessGallery, participants who worked on Bakery scenarios were more likely to fix issues across
all principles. However, the differences in the number of remaining issues between conditions were
not significant, according to our regression model.

6.3.3 RQ3: Participants preferred ProcessGallery for both learning and improving a visual design.
Figure 9 shows the summary of the exit survey responses from participants. According to the ratings,
participants preferred ProcessGallery over the baseline tool for finding examples for addressing
design issues (𝑀 = 5.8, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.5; 𝑡 (15) = 4.8, 𝑝 = 0.002). In particular, participants reported
that ProcessGallery made it easier for them to figure out what to learn from examples (𝑀 = 6.2,
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𝑆𝐷 = 1.4; 𝑡 (15) = 6.2, 𝑝 = 0.00002) and apply what they learned from the examples to the given
design scenario (𝑀 = 5.47, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.9; 𝑡 (15) = 2.95, 𝑝 = 0.01).
All but three participants anticipated that ProcessGallery would better help them learn design

principles compared to the baseline gallery (𝑀 = 6, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.7; 𝑡 (15) = 4.58, 𝑝 = 0.0004). One
participant articulated how the example pairs and their associated explanation helped her learn
key design knowledge and incorporate the insight during her revision:

“The explanation about the example pair is really helpful [for] learning how people who
know more about design would think about this. Also, seeing the ‘before’ is also a big
strength because it kind of helps me know what to avoid or what to watch out for, and
also what to do about it too.” [P3, Female]

Our participants had mixed opinions about which tool made them feel more creative (𝑀 = 3.13;
𝑆𝐷 = 1.5; 𝑡 (15) = −1.8, 𝑝 = 0.09, n.s.). In particular, the baseline gallery was deemed more effective
for exploring diverse design ideas (𝑀 = 2.27, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.4; 𝑡 (15) = −4.6, 𝑝 = 0.0003). In the post-
interviews, many participants explained that viewing examples in ProcessGallery made them
focus more on the “technical errors” [P7, Male] in an example rather than its high-level theme or
ideas. Many participants mentioned that both galleries had their own strengths. One participant
commented:

“I think it’s (ProcessGallery) mostly helpful when I am revising a design. But if I was just
trying to create something from scratch, I would probably use the first interface (baseline
gallery), because it is still important to be able to see how others approach the same design
prompt. Or maybe combine the two galleries? So like I can first select the posters for the
same topic, and within that collection, you show me how to address issues using this
before-after view.” [P4, Female]

This expresses that the best configuration of a design gallery may include concepts from both
ProcessGallery and the baseline gallery and let users decide when to use what features.

7 DISCUSSION & FUTUREWORK
This paper presents ProcessGallery, a novel gallery that displays a collection of visual design
examples as contrasting pairs that highlight revisions tied to design principles. Study 3 found that
ProcessGallery helped novice designers more accurately assess a given design and pay attention to
underlying principles—rather than surface features—when they browse, filter, and apply examples,
compared to a traditional gallery that only showcases final designs. Using ProcessGallery, our
novice participants tended to select more examples that showcased different solutions to the issues
in seed designs, whereas in the baseline, the participants picked examples that looked similar or
had the same design goals (e.g., subject or purpose). ProcessGallery was strongly preferred for
learning, but not for inspiration. In this section, we discuss how our findings are contextualized in
the broader example-based visual learning literature. We also address the tension between learning
and creativity that we identified from Study 3, and explore the context for the use of ProcessGallery.
Finally, we delve into the technological support for constructing such galleries.

7.1 Example-based Learning in Example Gallery
7.1.1 Single-improvement Pairs Facilitate Principle Learning. Our Study 2 results indicated that
single-improvement pairs were more effective than multi-improvement pairs for identifying un-
derlying design issues. Although not statistically significant, participants who browsed single-
improvement example pairs (in Study 3) seemed to learn better compared to browsing the same
collection but with only final outcomes. When browsing single-improvement pairs in the collection,
the repeated exposure to the same category directs learners’ attention to what is similar (and
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different) among those items [19]. This effect is likely diminished when presenting examples with
only final outcomes or that show multiple improvements.

In practice, learners may select more than one principle at a time, our current mechanism presents
one collection after another (e.g., Emphasis, Emphasis, ..., Readability, Readability, ..., Hierarchy,
Hierarchy, ...), mimicking the “blocked sequencing” in which examples from the same category
are presented as a group. Prior research in educational psychology, however, has suggested that a
different ordering,interleave sequencing (e.g.,Emphasis, Readability, Hierarchy, Emphasis, Readabil-
ity, Hierarchy), is more effective for inductive category learning [56, 59, 69]. Future investigation
should look into how the different sequencing in the gallery may affect design learning. Other
future work can study whether novices can learn adequately from multi-improvement pairs if they
are labeled extensively or the edits are broken down by issue.

7.1.2 Learning from Examples Versus Getting Feedback. Notably, participants improved a seed
design without receiving any external feedback. Being able to inspect how others approach a
similar problem can be as powerful as receiving feedback, and showing evidence of the kinds of
vicarious learning experiences that Albert Bandura promotes [12]. Future studies could explore the
relative impacts of personalized feedback and self-directed learning through contrasting examples
on a novice’s ability to learn and perform visual design.

However, the effectiveness of such a learning experience depends largely on how well a learner
recognize areas for improvement in the first place. In Study 3, most participants failed to identify
all the key issues, thus missing opportunities to further improve the seed design. Another gallery
configuration could integrate reflection activities into the interface. Reflection is a metacognitive
process through which designers assess the design situation and its alignment with project goals
[97]. We hypothesize that engaging in reflection may help designers synthesize insights from
examples and their design experiences. Future research could explore how and when to scaffold
reflection within an example gallery to support designers’ growth and development.

7.2 Tension Between Learning and Creativity
In Study 3, our participants preferred ProcessGallery for learning purposes but considered the
traditional gallery more suitable for seeking creative inspiration. Our study platforms were designed
to isolate the impact of specific features on creative practices. However, future work is needed to
explore the design of galleries that can simultaneously promote the learning of core principles in a
design domain, while also encouraging exploration to stimulate creative ideas. One approach could
involve providing users with the ability to toggle between viewing iterations and final outcomes,
which allow them to switch between seeing a variety of design concepts, which can be valuable for
early inspiration, and viewing single-improvement pairs of examples, which can help users refine
their existing designs based on principles.

7.3 Motivation and Context for Tool Use
7.3.1 Improving Design Education. While ProcessGallery was initially designed to support person-
alized learning that often takes place outside the classroom, we are excited about its potential to
enhance design classrooms. In particular, we acknowledge that instructors heavily rely on examples
to teach [46, 80, 94], but creating representative examples can be a time-consuming task. The
diverse approaches showcased in ProcessGallery for addressing similar issues enhance instructors’
demonstration capabilities without requiring additional effort to generate a large number of exam-
ples. We also anticipate the possibilities of collaborative teaching through the use of ProcessGallery.
Consider a junior instructor with limited experience teaching a beginner design class. By browsing
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example pairs in ProcessGallery, they can become familiar with common mistakes students may
make and integrate effective strategies observed in the gallery into their teaching materials.
The current collection of example pairs in ProcessGallery is designed around learning design

principles. However, the concept of showcasing and filtering design iterations based on specific
learning goals can also be extended to learn more advanced techniques. As artists increasingly
share their creative process, experienced designers can also observe and learn new techniques
employed by others. An interesting future work would be to explore the difference between how
novices and experts capture “meaningful” iterations.

7.3.2 Supporting Collaborative Learning. We envision that a tool like ProcessGallery can provide
valuable support for collaborative design tasks. For example, learners could work together to
explore and discuss example pairs and to help each other extract useful insights for a shared design
or individual designs. This would be a fruitful way to build on Chi and Wylie’s ICAP framework
which emphasizes a move from “active” to “constructive” to “interactive” learning materials where
students are encouraged to take turns articulating verbal insights that build on each other [28].
Research has shown that students learn better when they observe tutorial dialogues with their
peers as opposed to watching them alone [27]. ProcessGallery can help draw attention to the key
insights within examples, thereby enabling groups of students to discuss and explore the diverse
interpretations and applications of complex design knowledge. In a similar vein, Cook et al. [30]
discovered that performing a team reflection following individual reflection on peer feedback more
effectively facilitated team collaboration and project iterations. This potentially suggests future
work that explores patterns of individual versus collaborative efforts during different stages of
creating and learning from examples.

7.3.3 Facilitating Iterative Processes. While ProcessGallery was designed to support learning, we
are interested in observing how our participants apply the techniques used in the examples to
their own tasks, which reflects a higher level of learning according to Bloom’s learning pyramid
[60]. Based on our findings, we recommend using the tool after having a draft, as the goal would
likely be seeking input to refine their concept. An open question remains: at what stage of the
creative process does a tool like ProcessGallery provide the most value? Our study scenarios focused
on design iterations that occurred relatively late in the process (after a complete draft). Another
question is: when is the optimal time to extract examples from the creative process? For instance,
would viewing iterations of paper sketches be as useful as viewing more polished designs? Or
whether individuals learn better from exemplary work with minimal to no changes over time
or reasonably good quality work that illustrates strategies leading to significant improvements?
Future work could also study whether ProcessGallery better stimulates parallel prototyping by
exposing designers to diverse ideas for improvements. Prior work has suggested that exploring
various alternatives early in the process leads to better outcomes compared to fixating on a single
version [34]. Exploring this aspect could provide practical guidance on how to support the practice
of parallel prototyping.

7.3.4 Standalone Application or In-tool Support. Our ProcessGallery prototype is currently incor-
porated into the experimental platform along with the design editing tool (Polotno). In practice, the
same gallery configuration can be constructed as a standalone application, similar to Behance or
Dribbble. The ability to view examples (directly embedded within the design tool) while working
on the task may encourage the exploration of examples. Future work can explore how placing
the gallery—–either within the design tool or as a stand-alone application—–influences the use of
examples.
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7.4 Approaches for Constructing Improvement-based Galleries
Wemanufactured the examples in ProcessGallery for the purposes of this investigative study. Below
we discuss potential approaches for bootstrapping gallery collections.

7.4.1 Collecting and Distilling Insights on Examples from Learning Communities. One approach
is to gather examples from iterations of class assignments, where students receive feedback and
make revisions guided by specific rubrics developed by instructors. For instance, if a student’s
iteration from one draft to the next sees a big improvement in the score in “The Use of Hierarchy”
for their visual design assignment, the before-after versions can likely serve as an effective pair for
learning the principle of Hierarchy. This would require instructors to capture and carefully assess
each stage of student work with detailed rubrics, but this could potentially enable the construction
of example collections that encompass different learning goals (principles). Looking beyond visual
design, such construction of paired examples could benefit other domains such as architecture or
user interface design, but would need to leverage the domain-specific or even instructor-specific
principles as the structural elements.

Another approach is to empower designers in online communities to contribute example pairs by
highlighting the most meaningful iterations from their creative process and leaving reflections on
those pivotal moments. Prior studies have shown that deliberate reflection on past iterations leads
to significant improvements in design [30, 97]. Notably, participants in all three studies expressed
a desire to access designers’ reasoning behind their decision-making process during the revision
phase. Mosaic has made steps towards this vision by centering the design of online communities
around sharing and discussing the design process rather than focusing solely on outcomes [58].
Our work provides further insights into how to deconstruct the creative process into learnable
units.

7.4.2 Technological Support for Curating and Searching through Examples. Currently, Process-
Gallery comprises 52 pairs of examples. However, as the collection expands, it becomes essential to
curate the collection to better suit learners’ specific needs. Collaborative filtering techniques, such
as collecting endorsements from peers or instructors on submissions that demonstrate effective
strategies for problem-solving, can be employed to curate the example pool. Advanced computer
vision and computational models can also be utilized to assess similarities between examples and
the target design, providing further assistance in the curation process [20, 73].

Imagine a scenario where thousands of submissions are stored in a repository with data including
initial designs, feedback, and associated reflection and revisions. Consider a new user who receives
feedback regarding the layout of their design and wants to find examples that address similar
layout issues. With recent advances in natural language processing and information retrieval, an
extension to ProcessGallery could enable the user to search the repository based on the collected
feedback and reflections.

7.4.3 Integrating Example Pairs into Computational Feedback Systems. As people increasingly
collaborate with AI tools that provide real-time feedback on creative work, an alternative approach
could utilize AI to automatically detect meaningful iterations for learning. For instance, GUIComp
integrated computational feedback within a visual design tool by calculating visual complexity
scores and attention maps on the current canvas [65]. ProcessGallery can connect with tools like
GUIComp to automatically collect potential example pairs that have undergone improvements, as
measured by the scores as a starting point. However, this approach may still require additional
human input to select the snapshots that best represent the improvements. Audience feedback and
designer reflections are also necessary to explain the revisions.
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7.4.4 Meaningful Iterations Versus Exemplary Work? Showing the principled-based evolution side-
by-side rather than showing only the final outcome seems to redirect novices’ attention from
surface-level features toward the underlying principles tied to the improvements. This finding
aligns with previous research that highlights the value of comparing and contrasting good (i.e.,
revised design) and bad examples (i.e., initial design) for effective learning [94]. One significant
advantage of using before-after versions as contrasting pairs, as opposed to distinct examples,
is that learners can observe the impact of the strategies employed to improve the design (e.g.,
witnessing how changing the font color improves information hierarchy). Future work should study
the comparative effectiveness of showcasing meaningful iterations versus presenting exemplary
work that demonstrates good implementation of the same principle. Finally, creating example pairs
that highlight only one change would require a step-by-step breakdown of the process. How can
we get designers to not only share their process, but also annotate it such that it’s a useful learning
resource?
Another open question pertains to the importance of the overall quality of the example pairs.

Our Study 1 participants value the emphasis on improvements, as it signifies a focus on learning
rather than exemplary examples associated with mastery and experience, which could potentially
undermine confidence and motivation. However, if the revised design remains of low quality despite
demonstrating effective strategies for improving a particular principle, it is unclear whether the
pair would still be effective for learning.

8 LIMITATIONS
One limitation of our work was that the designers were provided with seed designs rather than
creating their own initial design. This study design allowed us to better isolate the tool effects and to
investigate how people with different abilities and experiences address the issues in the same seed
design. However, people may react differently when seeing examples that are similar to a solution
they “own”. They might also identify different issues or disagree with the revisions represented
in the contrasting pair. It would be interesting to further investigate how ProcessGallery impacts
the adoption of examples when working on one’s own design. Another limitation was that the
participants only used the gallery for revising a work-in-progress design. We imagine the patterns
of use may be different, for example, during early brainstorming stages or after a designer realizes
a mostly final design. Future work could monitor if and how the strategies for finding examples
change over the entire creative process.

9 CONCLUSION
Novices often struggle to identify and understand useful examples, especially when they browse
online galleries such as Behance or Dribble. These platforms contain millions of examples, but
provide no guidance on how to find, learn from, and apply them. To better understand how to assist
learning from examples, we conducted two formative studies with novice designers and found that
novices preferred accessing both the earlier and later iterations of an example rather than only
seeing the final outcome (Study 1) and that isolating a single improvement across an example pair
helped novices better identify insights compared to examples that include multiple revisions (Study
2). Based on these insights, we created ProcessGallery, a novel gallery interface that helps learners
browse, search, and learn from collections of examples. We hope to demonstrate that designers of
creative platforms and tools can not only facilitate idea exploration, but can and should also create
opportunities to promote self-directed learning in visual design.
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A DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Principles Violations Issues

Hierarchy (H) H.1 Weak Point of Entry H.1.1 Title does not stand out.
H.1.2 Key image does not stand out.

H.2 Ambiguous Levels of
Importance H.2.1 Unclear relative importance of design elements (text, images, etc.).

H.2.2 Unclear grouping of content.
H.2.3 Illogical prioritization of design elements.

Alignment (A) A.1 Arbitrary Alignment of
Elements A.1.1 Lack of text alignment.

A.1.2 Mismatch alignment between text and image.
A.1.3 Inappropriate background image cropping.
A.1.4 Lack of alignment between graphics (e.g., images, icons, etc).

A.2 Insufficient Margins A.2.1 Content too close to the edge (no margins).
Balance (B) B.1 Not Enough Space Between

Content
B.1.1 Unclear grouping or spatial arrangement of content.

B.2 Unnecessary Open Areas B.2.1 Disjoint elements (e.g., too much unused space).
B.3 Uneven Margins B.3.1 Content feels unintentionally skewed to one side.

Unity (U) U.1 Too Many Variations in Text U.1.1 Using too many different typefaces.
U.1.2 Overusing content emphasis (bold, italic, underline etc.).

U.2 Unnecessary Design
Elements U.2.1 Noisy imagery or too many images.

U.2.2 Too many lines, graphs, and other visual elements.
U.3 Inconsistent Color Choices U.3.1 Too any variations in text color.

U.3.2 Too many variations in color.
U.3.3 Inconsistent color palettes.

U.4 Incohesive Graphic Choices U.4.1 Inconsistent art styles.
Readability (R) R.1 Poor Text Legibility R.1.1 Inappropriate text size.

R.1.2 Inappropriate line length.
R.1.3 Distracting font effects or font.
R.1.4 Unclear text treatments (kerning, leading, etc.).
R.1.5 Ineffective text direction.
R.1.6 Inappropriate line-breaks (widows, orphans).
R.1.7 Inaccessible typefaces.

R.2 Unsuitable Image
Manipulation R.2.1 Low resolution/blurry image.

R.2.2 Image subject matter unclear.
R.2.3 Low contrast image (image unclear).
R.2.4 Inappropriate image size.
R.2.5 Image has distracting border or background.
R.2.6 Distorted/warped image.

R.3 Content Obscured R.3.1 Low contrast between text and background.
R.3.2 Inappropriate occlusion of imagery (text over image, image over image).
R.3.3 Inappropriate occlusion of text (image over text, text over text).

Table 3. Common issues made by novice designers, organized by the five principles included in the knowledge
assessment tests and ProcessGallery interface.
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B SUMMARY OF THE FILTER USAGE

Dance Workshop
ProcessGallery Count Baseline Count
Weak Point of Entry 6 Performing Arts 6
Inconsistent/Too Many Variations in Text 5 Public Event Ad 6
Poor Text Legibility 3 Photo 5
Insufficient Margins 2 Mixed 2
Ambiguous Levels of Importance 2 Typographic 2
Uneven Margins 2 Illustration And Vector 2
Unnecessary Open Areas 2 Visual And Literary Arts 2
Inconsistent/Too Many Variations in Text 2 Festivals And Fairs 2
Viewed Posters 1 Black 2
N/A 1 School And Education 1
Unsuitable Image Manipulation 1 Informational 1
Arbitrary Alignment of Elements 1 Recruitment 1
Not Enough Space Between Content 1 Private Event Ad 1
Incohesive Graphic Choices 1 Nonprofit Event 1
Inconsistent Color Choices 1 Fashion And Beauty 1

Food 1
Health And Medicine 1
Sports 1
Red 1
Purple 1
N/A 1

Bakery Flyer
ProcessGallery Count Baseline Count
Arbitrary Alignment of Elements 6 Food 4
Incohesive Graphic Choices 5 Fundraising And Charity Ad 3
Unnecessary Design Elements 5 Illustration And Vector 3
Insufficient Margins 4 Product And Services Ad 2
Uneven Margins 4 Typographic 2
Not Enough Space Between Content 3 Mixed 2
Ambiguous Levels of Importance 3 Pink 2
Poor Text Legibility 3 Photo 2
Content Obscured 2 N/A 1
Unsuitable Image Manipulation 2 N/A 1
Inconsistent/Too Many Variations in Text 2 Nonprofit Event 1
Unnecessary Open Areas 2 Graphic-Mixed 1
Weak Point of Entry 2 Orange 1
Viewed Posters 1 Sale 1
Inconsistent Color Choices 1 Recuitment 1

Red 1
Parties And Celebration 1
Purple 1
Public Event Ad 1
Private Event Ad 1

Table 4. Dance Workshop and Bakery Flyer Filter Usage Counts
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